ALPHA SCENTS, INC.
Alpha Scents makes and globally
distributes quality insect monitoring systems
comprised of various types of traps and lures
designed to reduce toxic pesticide use.
Our
catalog
contains
products
targeted at most native and exotic insect
species
in
agriculture,
horticulture,
ornamentals, forestry, and home and garden.
Custom pheromone synthesis for
research, manufacturing, and governments is
our specialty.
Lures are manufactured with high
purity
pheromones
according
to
recommendations
from
the
research
community and are formulated to meet, or
exceed, industry standards.
Alpha Scents strives to offer product
and research prices that are attractive and
competitive.

TRANSPARENT

WindowBugCatcher™

CATCH FLYING
BUGS INSIDE
ANY BUILDING
Apply trap at the
bottom of any window.
Insect
pests
are
naturally
attracted to the light and heat, typically
approaching at window top and
zigzagging their way to the bottom where
the
invisible
WindowBugCatcher™
patiently waits to catch them.
Installation and disposal is safe,
clean, and easy.
No residue is left
behind on the glass.
Available in two sizes:

Insect Monitoring Systems
SALES:
FAX:

503-342-8611
971-998-8248
314-271-7297

AlphaScents.com

SMALL 9¼ x 2 in. (24 x 7 cm)
LARGE 16 x 4¾ in. (41 x 12 cm)
Alpha Scents products are
made and assembled in the
United States of America.

TRANSPARENT

WindowBugCatcher™

Insects are naturally attracted to
the light and heat of a window. With the
WindowBugCatcher™ trap insects get
stuck on it and die. When the trap gets
full of bugs simply peel it off the window
and dispose with the trash.

NON-TOXIC AND PESTICIDE-FREE

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Q
A

What kinds of insects does the WBC
catch?

Q
A

How does the trap stick to a window?

Q
A

Does WindowBugCatcher™ work in any
window?

Q
A

What to do when the trap becomes
saturated with bugs?

Insects that fly against the window, like
flies, gnats, yellow jackets, beetles, and
moths.

First, peel a narrow paper strip off the
top of the window side of the trap and
apply the trap to the window. Then,
peel the paper off the room side to
expose the trap adhesive.

For whatever reason, some windows
seem to attract insects more than
others.
Experiment.
The trap is
available in a small and large size.
Traps can be cut with scissors or
attached vertically to fit in narrow
windows or odd shaped windows.

Peel the trap off the window. Fold in
half with the bug side inward and
dispose of it with the trash. Note, no
residue will be left behind on the glass
from the window side adhesive strip.

INSTRUCTIONS:
This page contains folding
instructions. Do not print this page 3. Print
pages 1 and 2 on both sides of 32 lb./120 g/m2
premium matte paper.

Fold along these invisible lines to create a tri-fold
brochure. The 2nd page of this document is the
inside.

